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Abstract

This paper studies a model of entry deterrence with limit pricing in continuous

time and in the presence of market uncertainty. Strategic considerations are richer

than in the standard two-period model. Entry deterring limit pricing is only possible

within lower and upper bounds of the market size and if the incumbent is stronger

than the potential entrant. Our model also predicts that higher market uncertainty

induces higher incidence of entry deterrence. Additionally, the model provides a

new framework in which other continuous-time signaling games may be analyzed.

1 Introduction

In this paper we study a model of a monopoly �rm using limit pricing to deter entry into

the market. Information regarding the incumbent�s cost is asymmetric like in Milgrom

and Roberts (1982). When threatened by entry, the weak incumbent �rm may, by setting

low prices, pretend to be a strong one and thus prevent the entrant �rm from entering.

Unlike in the existing literature, in our model time is continuous and the market evolves

stochastically.
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Remarkably, a large body of the non-game-theoretic literature on limit pricing pre-

ceding Milgrom and Roberts (1982) focused on dynamics and uncertainty (see, for in-

stance, Kamien and Schwartz (1971), Gaskins (1971) and Flaherty (1980)). The theory

was followed by empirical research testing industry dynamics predictions of limit pric-

ing (Masson and Shaanan (1982)). The game theoretic revolution, which to a large

extent invalidated those previous explanations of limit pricing, left us with a rational

and convincing limit pricing story, but essentially a two-period and deterministic one.

The aim of this paper is to extend limit pricing to a fully dynamic and stochastic setting

and to study how limit pricing stemming from asymmetric information shapes industry

dynamics.

The contributions of this paper can be seen from two angles. Firstly, the paper

extends the literature on limit pricing by showing some results unavailable in two-period

deterministic models. Secondly, the model provides a novel framework to study signaling

games in continuous time and a stochastic environment.

The dynamic and stochastic setting makes the strategic considerations richer than in

the two-period models. The decisions of the entrant to enter and of the incumbent to dis-

engage from entry-deterring limit pricing resemble option exercise decisions. Moreover,

both the decisions involve strategic incentives. An outcome of these strategic timing

decisions are the bounds of the market size within which entry deterrence occurs. At

the lower bound the incumbent ceases entry-deterring limit pricing practices and at the

upper bound the entrant enters.

We identify two plausible equilibrium paths. Each of them arises for di¤erent pa-

rameter values. Remarkably, entry deterrence by limit pricing may occur only if the

potential entrant is weaker than the incumbent. This result is at odds with what is usu-

ally inferred from the two-period deterministic models. Moreover, on the equilibrium

path with entry deterrence, market structure exhibits history dependence, in the sense

that timing of entry depends on the past evolution of the market demand.

Another interesting prediction of our model is that increased uncertainty induces

higher incidence of entry deterrence. This is caused by the embedded options created by

market uncertainty, which become more valuable in a more uncertain environment. At

this point, the model contradicts the well-know result of Maskin (1999) that uncertainty

reduces incidence of entry deterrence. Admittedly, the model of entry deterrence in

Maskin (1999) di¤ers from ours, nevertheless the contrasting result remains remarkable.

From a methodological point of view, our paper contributes to the literature on

games in continuous time �rst developed by Fudenberg and Tirole (1985) and Simon

and Stinchcombe (1989). In particular the model belongs to an important class of

games with an underlying Brownian motion. The contract theory in continuous time

(Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987), Sannikov (2006) and others) is an example of a growing
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literature which bene�ts from richness and tractability of the continuous time framework

with Brownian stochastics. Another related literature concerns strategic investment

decisions and strategic technology adoption in a real options framework (Grenadier

(1996), Grenadier (2002), Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003), Murto (2004) and others).

Despite some similarities, neither of these previous models have analyzed a signaling

game.

The signaling model in continuous time is naturally linked to repeated signaling

games in discrete time. A signaling model closest to our analysis is Kaya (2005). She

studies separating equilibria in a (in�nitely) repeated discrete signaling game. Some of

the notions studied there in her general model reappear in our analysis, however our

continuous and stochastic environment is richer and brings di¤erent consideration.

Timing of decisions to enter and to deviate adds another dimension to the signaling

model. The timing game is methodologically related to the literature on stopping time

games and option exercise games. The strategies and equilibrium notions are similar to

Dutta and Rustichini (1995). The combination of strategic incentives and asymmetric

information resembles that of Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003) and Morellec and Zh-

danov (2005). In the present paper, however, by the nature of the limit pricing problem,

the structure of asymmetric information is di¤erent.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model

and presents the full information benchmark case. Section 3 describes strategies, possible

equilibria and criteria to select among these equilibria. Section 4 derives best timing

responses of both player in the pooling (entry deterring) equilibrium. In Section 5

we describe the equilibrium paths and discuss their implications for price and market

dynamics. Impact of model parameters on the incidence of entry deterrence is further

analyzed in Section 6. Section 7 contains some brief concluding remarks.

2 Model setup

2.1 Setting

The incumbent �rm, denoted by index 1, operates already in the market. Its pro�ts

depend on four factors. Firstly, the pro�tability of the whole market evolves with a

stochastic state variable Y following a geometric Brownian motion. Secondly, denoting

the incumbent�s cost type by � 2 � = fL;Hg, the incumbent�s technology may be of low
marginal cost CL1 or high cost C

H
1 per unit of time1, CL1 < C

H
1 . Thirdly, the incumbent

may choose other than its monopoly price or quantity to imitate the behavior of another

1We concentrate our analysis on the two cost type case like in Bagwell and Ramey (1988) and Bagwell
(2005). The main results are not limited to this case. An alternative assumption of, for instance,
continuum of types would prolifterate considerations unessential for the main points of the paper.
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cost type (a signaling rationale for such a behavior is explained later). And lastly, pro�ts

depend on the presence of the entrant �rm (�rm 2). The entrant�s marginal cost C2 is

known with certainty. We assume that upon entry the two �rms compete in quantities in

the Cournot fashion. Below we show that these requirements on the pro�t �ow function

can be e¤ectively captured by choosing an appropriate multiplicative constant for a

stochastic state variable.

We assume a relatively general family of stochastic constant-elasticity demand func-

tions, of which the inverse demand function at total output Q at time t is given by

Pt(Q) = YtQ
� 1
 : (1)

Y = fYt : t � 0g is a stochastic state variable following a geometric Brownian motion
with drift �Y , volatility �Y and a standard Brownian motion W . Y is de�ned on a

complete probability space (
;F ; P ) and adopted to Ft.  is the demand elasticity and
we assume that  > 1 for the marginal monopoly pro�ts to be increasing in Y .

The monopolist�s optimal quantity choice q�M at each state Y given its constant

marginal cost C�1 is

q�M (Yt) =

�
 � 1


Yt

C�1

�
:

So its monopoly pro�t is

��M (Yt) = (Yt)
 C�1
 � 1

�
C�1
 � 1

��
: (2)

De�ne now a new variable Xt = f (Yt) = (Yt)
 . By Itô�s lemma

dXt = f
0dYt +

1

2
f 00dY 2t = �XXtdt+ �XXtdWt;

where

�X = �Y +
1

2
 ( � 1)�2Y ;

�X = �Y :

are constants and f 0 and f 00 denote the �rst and second order derivatives. Therefore,

X is also a geometric Brownian motion adopted to Ft with appropriately adjusted drift
and volatility parameters. For notational convenience, in the following we suppress the

subscripts on drift �X and volatility �X of X.

Note that C�1
�1

�
C�1
�1

��
in (2) is constant over time, thus we conclude that with

properly chosen parameters the pro�t �ow in (2) may be expressed as a constant times

a geometric Brownian motion. A similar equivalence can be shown for pro�t �ows
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under duopolistic competition and monopolist�s choice of another cost type�s quantity.

Hence, depending on the incumbent�s true cost type, the cost type it imitates and the

presence of the entrant, the incumbent�s pro�t �ow �1 at time t is (to keep the notation

parsimonious we do not explicitly write down these arguments in the pro�t function)

�1(Xt) = �1Xt: (3)

�1 is a constant equal to either of

M � =
C�1
 � 1

�
C�1
 � 1

��
; (4)

M �( ~C) =
 ~C � ( � 1)C�1

 � 1

 
 ~C

 � 1

!�
; (5)

D�1 =

8><>:
[C2�(�1)C�1 ]

2

(2�1)(C�1+C2)

�
(C�1+C2)
2�1

��
if C�1 <


�1C2;

0 otherwise,
(6)

depending on whether the incumbent is a monopolist choosing its monopoly strategy

(M �), or if the incumbent is a monopolist imitating the monopoly strategy of a �rm

with marginal cost ~C (M �( ~C)),2 or if the incumbent �rm operates in a duopoly (D�1).

It follows that M � > D�1 � 0, ML > MH , M � > M �( ~C) and DL1 > D
H
1 for all � and all

~C 6= C�. From (5) it follows that a �-type incumbent makes negative pro�t if it imitates
the behavior of an incumbent with marginal cost lower than �1

 C
�
1 . Equation (6) says

that �-type incumbent is out of the market after entry if the entrant�s cost is less than
�1
 C

�
1 .

The incumbent�s type is known to the incumbent �rm itself but at the initial point

of time the potential entrant does not know it. The prior probability that � = H is �0
and is known to the entrant. Upon entry �rm 2 pays the entry cost of I and learns the

cost type of the incumbent (the assumption that the cost uncertainty is resolved is made

for simplicity; the entry cost may include a necessary market research cost). When the

entrant enters the market its pro�ts are a¤ected by the costs level of the incumbent.

Given that �rm 1 is of � type, �rms 2�s pro�t �ow after entry is

��2(Xt) = D
�
2Xt; (7)

where

D�2 =

8><>:
[C�1�(�1)C2]

2

(2�1)(C�1+C2)

�
(C�1+C2)
2�1

��
if C2 <


�1C

�
1 ;

0 otherwise.
: (8)

2Precisely, M�( ~C) is not necessary constant over time as ~C may vary, but it is �xed for a given ~C.
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The lower is the incumbent�s cost the less pro�table is the entry, that is DH2 > DL2 .

If the entrant knows the incumbent�s type to be � and C2 � 
�1C

�
1 , then the entrant

cannot make positive pro�ts and never enters.

2.2 Full-information benchmark

If the cost type of the incumbent is known then the incumbent cannot e¤ectively use

pricing to deter entry. Irrespective of its pricing policy before entry, the incumbent

behaves optimally after entry, so that low prices before entry do not have commitment

value necessary to discourage entrants.

In this situation, the entry decision is like in the real options models of entry or

irreversible investment. It is standard to derive, see the appendix, that the entrant

enters the market with the incumbent of type � as soon as Xt is at or above

X�
E =

�1
�1 � 1

r � �
D�2

I, (9)

where

�1 =
1

2
� �

�2
+

s�
�

�2
� 1
2

�2
+
2r

�2
> 1;

is the positive root of the characteristic equation 1
2�

2� (� � 1)+���r = 0. The formula
implies that XL

E > X
H
E . Denote the �rst passage times to these levels of the process at

state X0 by TLE and T
H
E , respectively.

3 Strategies and equilibria

3.1 Strategies

After entry, �rms compete under symmetric information and their pro�t �ows under

optimal behavior are derived in (6) and (8). These duopolistic pro�ts can be considered

as termination payo¤s the game before entry. From this point of view, the entrant

makes only a single decision when to enter. The incumbent can use its pricing policy to

signal its type. For example, similarly to the one-shot limit pricing model, the high cost

incumbent may imitate the low cost type to deter entry or, alternatively, the low cost

type may want to credibly signal its strong position by setting low prices. Moreover, the

incumbent may (under unfavorable circumstances) deviate from a particular signaling

strategy. In particular, the high cost type may cease its entry deterring strategy if the

market becomes too small.

To facilitate a more formal analysis of �rms�strategies, we introduce some further

restrictions and notions. First of all, for most of the paper we concentrate on pure
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strategies, that is we do not allow randomization over stopping times and cost types.

Mixed strategies considerably complicate the analysis but may be of importance to the

model and we discuss them in Section 5.2. Secondly, we would like to consider Markov

strategies, i.e. strategies which depend only on the current state. But the entrant�s

strategy at t will depend on the current Xt and its belief w.r.t. the incumbent�s type

�t, which in turn depends on past X and past incumbent�s behavior. Thus, to make

the strategies Markovian, the model�s state space is augmented by the Markov process

f�t 2 [0; 1] : t � 0g, which is the entrant�s belief accordingly updated using Bayes rule
whenever possible.

First, we consider the entrant�s strategic decision. As known from the literature

on control of Brownian motion, the entry decision will take a form of an entry trigger

in X. Formally, the strategy of �rm 2 is XE : [0; 1] ! R+, such that for each belief
about the incumbent�s type it is optimal to enter if the market variable has a value

in [XE(�);1).3 Note that in the current notation the full information triggers are

XL
E � XE(0) and XH

E � XE(1).
The incumbent�s decision at each instant in the game before entry is to choose a

cost type ~Ct. The incumbent�s chosen cost level process ~C = f ~Ct 2 R+ : t � 0g is
adapted to Ft. ~C can be the incumbent�s own true cost type, and then ~C = C�1 is

constant. At each t, ~Ct can be also another �ctitious cost type. Given ~C, the incumbent

selects prices corresponding to the optimal decision of a monopolist with marginal cost
~Ct. The entrant observes market prices and Xt and can infer ~Ct. The strategy ~C serves

as a signaling devise in a manner similar to the one-shot limit pricing models.

As explained in detail below in section 3.4, the high cost incumbent may want

to take a �deviating action�at low levels of X, which terminates the signaling game.

This timing decision makes the second dimension of the incumbent�s strategy. The

termination strategy denoted XD 2 R+ is such that the incumbent takes a discrete

action in ~C that terminates the signaling game if Xt is in [0; XD].

We conclude this discussion with a formal de�nition of the strategy space.

De�nition 1 In the state space fX; �g, the Markov strategy pro�le of both �rms is
de�ned as fXE ; XD; ~Cg.

3.2 Equilibria types and equilibrium selection

3.2.1 Signaling game

Under asymmetric information, when the entrant does not know the incumbent�s cost,

there exist two types of potential pure-strategy equilibria. In a separating equilibrium

3See also Section 3.2.2 for a discussion on the validity of trigger strategies of both the entrant and
the incumbent.
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types choose di¤erent prices which credibly convey information about the incumbent

type. The true types are revealed to the entrant. In a pooling equilibrium both the

incumbent types set the same price and no cost information is revealed.

Already the simple two-period signaling games su¤er from a great multiplicity of

equilibria. In the standard two-period limit pricing model corresponding to our setting,

typically there is a continuum of separating equilibria and, if existent at all, a continuum

of pooling equilibria. Some of the equilibria that are subgame perfect are still not

plausible. A number of approaches have been taken in the literature to re�ne the set of

equilibria i.e. to select the most plausible ones. The intuitive criterion of Cho and Kreps

(1987) requires that, for any out-of-equilibrium price, the entrant puts zero weight on

the incumbent type that is sure to lose by this choice compared to the equilibrium price,

even when followed by the most favorable response of the entrant. This criterion leads

to a unique separating equilibrium at the minimum level of signaling. Such a separation

equilibrium is also called the Riley outcome after Riley (1979).

In dynamic games it is typically di¢ cult to apply the intuitive criterion or other

re�nements that restrict in some way o¤-equilibrium-path beliefs. Especially in a

continuous-time game the set of possible out-of-equilibrium paths is extremely large

and it may be a daunting task to analyze reasonability of beliefs associated to these

paths. Recently, Kaya (2005) proposed to use the least cost criterion for selecting plau-

sible separating equilibria. While not as formal as the usual restrictions on beliefs, the

least cost separation is in its spirit similar to the intuitive criterion. The strong player

selects the cheapest sequence of actions that would not be selected by the weak player

even under a most favorable response from the uninformed player. If the strong player

strictly prefers such a deviation when it is believed to be the strong type, then indeed

the uninformed player puts all the probability weight on the strong type. In the one-shot

signaling game, the least cost separation criterion leads to a unique least cost separat-

ing equilibrium (LCSE) in the Riley outcome. However, as shown by Kaya (2005), in

dynamic settings the LCSEs may be easier to analyze and also may lead to di¤erent

separating outcomes than a repeated version of the Riley outcome. We take advantage

of the practical convenience of the least cost criterion in continuous time and �nd a

unique LCSE in Section 3.3.

The intuitive criterion does not succeed in dismissing some of the less plausible

pooling equilibria in the one-shot model. Neither do related re�nement notions like

the D1 criterion (Cho and Kreps (1987), Cho and Sobel (1990)). Of the continuum

of pooling equilibria, the one at the unconstraint monopoly prices of the strong type

is particularly plausible. This is a pooling outcome, which is Pareto e¢ cient from the

point of view of active players. The special interest in this equilibrium may be also

justi�ed by the fact that it is the pooling equilibrium that can arise for the largest set of
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model parameters. So when studying implications of the model for incidences of entry

deterrence, the e¢ cient pooling equilibrium constitutes a relevant upper bound case.

This simple selection criterion for a unique pooling equilibrium is also readily applicable

to the continuous-time model.

By making the choice to focus on the LCSE and the e¢ cient pooling equilibrium, in

Section 5 we will be able to identify unique equilibrium paths on X.

3.2.2 Stopping game

The game with one player taking an action at low X and the other at high X is closely

related to the stochastic game of Dutta and Rustichini (1995). Two-sided triggers form

a Markov perfect equilibrium of such a game. In fact, the game of Dutta and Rustichini

(1995) has also more convoluted equilibria in the form of alternating intervals on X;

see Murto (2004) for an application of such strategies in a model of exit in duopoly. In

this paper we concentrate on the simplest strategies of two-sided triggers as de�ned in

section 3.1. The equilibrium path of the signaling game is played undisturbedly if the

market stochastic process remains within (XD; XE). If X reaches either of the triggers

the signaling game is over.

3.3 Separation

The criterion of least cost separation states that the active player e¤ectively separates

from the other type while minimizing its incurred costs. In our model it means that the

low cost type �rm sets prices that yield highest pro�ts and induce the entrant to enter

at XL
E .

The next proposition characterizes the LCSE.

Proposition 2 In the least cost separating equilibrium, the low cost incumbent sets its
unconstraint monopoly prices if Xt is below XE(�t) and plays a constant �ctitious cost

type ~Csep = minfCL1 ; f ~C :MH( ~C) = DH1 gg if Xt is above XE(�t).
Proof. See the appendix.

The LCSE is a continuous-time equivalent of the Riley outcome. It is important to

note that in fact the LCSE in Proposition 2 is not fully separating, in the sense that

the H type is not necessary completely separated. The belief �t may be in [0; 1] not

only f0; 1g. But two important intuitive conditions are satis�ed. First, the player which
makes e¤ort to separate, takes an action only when directly threatened by entry. An

alternative behavior of the strong type engaging in costly separation from the beginning

of the game, with no prospect of an entry, would be counter-intuitive in a stochastic

and dynamic game. Second, the entrant (making plausible inferences in the style of
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the intuitive criterion) has to believe that the actions along the LCSE are credibly

di¤erentiating the strong player.
~Csep de�ned in Proposition 2 represents the highest cost type that the weak incum-

bent will not want to imitate. So the incentive compatibility constraint for the H-type

incumbent is satis�ed by construction. For the separating equilibrium de�ned in Propo-

sition 2 to occur, an additional incentive compatibility constraint for the L-type must

also be satis�ed. De�ne TE � inf [t � 0 : Xt � XE(�t)] the time the entrant would enter
without a separating action of the incumbent. Then the low cost incumbent separates

if

E

"Z TLE

TE

e�r(��TE)ML( ~Csep)X�d�

#
> E

"Z TLE

TE

e�r(��TE)DL1X�d�

#
; (10)

which is clearly equivalent to ML( ~Csep) > DL1 . Conversely, the separation does not

occur if ML( ~Csep) � DL1 . The last condition is satis�ed if either DL1 is high, that is if
the potential entrant is weak and its entrance does not signi�cantly a¤ect the strong

incumbent, or if ML( ~Csep) is low, that is if it is costly to separate or, equivalently, if

the di¤erence between the strong and the weak type is small.

3.4 Pooling

Under a pooling equilibrium the incumbent sets one price by choosing one �ctitious cost

process ~Cpool irrespective of its type. No information is revealed about the incumbent

cost level and such mimicry allows the weaker �rm to deter entry. To conceal its type

the high cost incumbent needs to decrease its price below its monopoly price. If a

pooling equilibrium is possible (the necessary conditions are discussed below), then

usually many ~C�s (including a continuum of constant ~C and time varying ~C�s) can

constitute equilibrium signals. Similarly to the two period games, the Pareto e¢ cient

pooling equilibrium from the incumbent point of view seems the most plausible outcome.

Restricting our attention to this case, the pooling equilibrium prices are at the level of the

low cost �rm unconstraint monopoly prices, i.e. ~Cpool = CL1 . Let M
H;pool �MH(CL1 ).

If the entrant cannot observe the cost level of the incumbent, it will invest according

to its beliefs in this respect. As we show later, the entrant�s decision to enter depends

also on strategic considerations and the determination of the entry trigger level of X is

not as straightforward as in the full information case. However, it is clear that entry

will not occur later than at TLE (as under the worst situation for the entrant) and not

earlier than at THE (the best case for the entrant). We denote the trigger level of X

that induces entry in a pooling equilibrium played from the beginning of the game by

Xpool
E � XE(�0) (XL

E � X
pool
E � XH

E ) and the �rst passage time to X
pool
E by T poolE .

For the pooling price to conceal the information of the cost type, it needs to be
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played from the beginning of the market game, that is from t = 0. The pooling makes

sense for the incumbent if it does not provoke immediate investment, that is X0 <

Xpool
E . Moreover, none of the incumbent types can �nd incentives to deviate from the

equilibrium price. The incentive compatibility constraint for the high cost �rm that

must hold for any Xt is

E

"Z T poolE

t
e�r(��t)MH;poolX�d� +

Z 1

T poolE

e�r(��t)DH1 X�d�

#

� E

"Z THE

t
e�r(��t)MHX�d� +

Z 1

THE

e�r(��t)DH1 X�d�

#
: (11)

In the pooling equilibrium, the high cost �rm trades the monopoly pro�t �ow MHXt

sustained over a relatively shorter time THE for a lower pro�t �ow MH;poolXt but sus-

tained over a longer time T poolE . The inequality states that if the expected present

value of the former �ow is higher or equal than of the latter �ow, then the high cost

incumbent prefers the pooling outcome over a deviation to its unconstraint monopoly

prices. Constraint (11) indicates that a minimum condition for the pooling outcome is

MH;pool > DH1 . If this is not satis�ed then no pooling is possible at any level of X. If

MH;pool > DH1 , then (11) holds for some interval on X. It can be seen from the formula

that once the incumbent opted for pooling, it will not �nd it pro�table to deviate if X

is increasing. However, if X falls su¢ ciently, (11) may stop to hold. In other words,

if the market is low enough and the distance to XH
E is large then the incumbent may

prefer to obtain its full monopoly pro�ts over this (long) period until XH
E is reached.

Let XD denote the level of X that triggers deviation of the high cost incumbent from

the pooling prices to its unconstraint monopoly price.

The incentive compatibility constraint (11) brings clearly the idea that there ex-

ists a deviation trigger XD, however it conveys a naïve decision rule. The decision to

deviate from the pooling equilibrium is irreversible (the type is revealed) and involves

an exchange of one pro�t �ow for another, and as such it resembles an option exercise

decision. Real options theory suggests that the embedded value of waiting leads to a

postponement of the deviation decision compared to the rule indicated by (11). More-

over, when determining XD, the incumbent must take into account its strategic impact

on the behavior of the entrant. Timing of the decision to deviate in�uences chances

of learning the true cost type and thus the entrant�s decision to enter. Similarly, the

entrant�s choice of the entry trigger a¤ects pro�tability of the incumbent�s deviation and

thus its timing. These strategic optimal timing decisions are analyzed in Section 4.

In the Pareto e¢ cient pooling equilibrium, prices equal the unconstrained monopoly

prices of the strong type incumbent. Therefore, if there is no immediate entry threat,
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the low cost �rm has no incentives to deviate at any point below Xpool
E . At (or just

before) Xpool
E it would consider separating from the high cost �rm to signal that the

entrant should not enter in the way described in Proposition 2. Its decision whether to

separate or not depends on relative pro�tability of the alternatives.

3.5 Marginal costs and signaling outcomes

Various realizations of marginal costs CH1 , C
L
1 and C2 may lead to di¤erent market

behaviors. In this section we identify a number of distinctive cases when necessary

conditions for separating and pooling outcomes are satis�ed. The cases are depicted in

Figure 1, with CL1 on the horizontal axis and C
H
1 on the vertical axis.

As discussed before, the necessary condition for a pooling outcome isMH;pool > DH1 .

A weaker condition is MH;pool > 0, which is equivalent to CH1 < 
�1C

L
1 . It simply

means that the di¤erence between the incumbents costs cannot be too large (recall that

 > 1). In Figure 1, this condition is satis�ed in the wedge between the two diagonals

CH1 = 
�1C

L
1 and C

H
1 = CL1 . M

H;pool > DH1 is satis�ed if, on the one hand, MH;pool is

large or, equivalently, it is not too costly to pool and if, on the other side, DH1 is low

or, equivalently, it is worthwhile to deter entry by pooling. To put it yet di¤erently, the

weak �rm does not pool to deter entry if the di¤erence with the strong type is too large

or if the potential entrant�s cost is so high that its presence in the market is not very

harmful. In Figure 1, the necessary condition for pooling holds in the region to the right

of the thick dashed curve.

If the necessary conditions for pooling do not hold, the market dynamics is trivial.

Both incumbent types choose their respective unconstraint monopoly prices. There are

no strategic interactions involved and the entrant then enters according to the full-

information entry trigger given by (9).

The possibilities arising in the pooling region in Figure 1 are more interesting. Firstly,

in Case 1A the strong incumbent is a natural monopolist (C2 � 
�1C

L
1 ). In Case 1B,

the low cost incumbent is not a natural monopolist, but the incentive compatibility

constraint (10) is not satis�ed. In Case 2A and 2B, (10) holds and the strong type

separates at the threat of entry. In Case 2B the high cost incumbent is weak compared

to the entrant and is out of the market after entry. Lastly, in Case 3 both incumbent

types are weak compared to the entrant and the entrant is a natural monopolist.

For future reference we de�ne the cases precisely.

De�nition 3 A pooling equilibrium may occur only if CH1 < 
�1C

L
1 andM

H;pool > DH1 .

Then under additional conditions there are the following cases possible (the conditions

a�s are in terms of the pro�t constants and b�s are in terms of marginal costs; both are

equivalent):

12



Figure 1: Marginal costs and possible market outcomes. The region above the
45� diagonal line represents di¤erent marginal cost of two possible incumbent types.
If the cost of the high cost incumbent is above the upper thick diagonal line (that
is if CH1 > 

�1C
L
1 ), no pooling equilibrium is feasible. Additionally, the high cost

incumbent considers pooling if pro�t �ows from pooling (MH;pool) exceed those from
allowing entry (DH1 ). The thick dashed curve represents break-even points between
these �ows. Pooling and limit pricing may occur if (CL1 ; C

H
1 ) lies between the two thick

diagonal lines and to the right of the dashed curve. In region 1A, the entrant eventually
enters if the incumbent is of the high cost type, but would never do so if it knew that the
incumbent�s cost is low. In the remaining regions 1B to 3, the entrant eventually enters
under both incumbent�s cost types. In region 1B, the low cost incumbent is relatively
strong compared to the entrant, so that the former one would not be determined to
engage in too costly entry deterrence. In region 2A, both incumbent types are seriously
a¤ected by the entry. In region 2B, the high cost incumbent is so weak, that it goes
out of the market if the entrant enters. In region 3, the cost advantage of the entrant is
such that it becomes a monopolist after entry irrespective of the incumbent�s type.
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(1) Case 1A (Low cost incumbent is a natural monopolist) if (a) DL2 � 0, DH2 � 0,
or (b) C2 � 

�1C
L
1 and C2 �


�1C

H
1 .

(2) Case 1B (Incumbent is relatively strong) if (a) DL2 � 0, DH2 � 0 and there exists
no such ML;sep and corresponding MH;sep that ML;sep � DL1 and MH;sep < DH1 , or (b)

it holds that4�
~Cmin

�� h
 ~Cmin � ( � 1)CH1

i
�
�
2 � 1
 � 1

��1 �
CH1 + C2

���1 �
C2 � ( � 1)CH1

�2
< 0;

(12)

where ~Cmin is implicitly given by

�
~Cmin

�� h
 ~Cmin � ( � 1)CL1

i
�
�
2 � 1
 � 1

��1 �
CL1 + C2

���1 �
C2 � ( � 1)CL1

�2
= 0:

(13)

(3) Case 2A (Both incumbent and entrant are of similar costs) (a) DL2 � 0, DH2 � 0
and there exists ML;sep and corresponding MH;sep such that ML;sep � DL1 and MH;sep <

DH1 , or (b) it holds that�
~Cmin

�� h
 ~Cmin � ( � 1)CH1

i
�
�
2 � 1
 � 1

��1 �
CH1 + C2

���1 �
C2 � ( � 1)CH1

�2 � 0;
where ~Cmin is as in point (2).

(4) Case 2B (High cost incumbent is relatively weak) if (a) DH1 < 0 and D
L
1 > 0 or

(b) CH1 > 
�1C2 and C

L
1 �


�1C2.

(5) Case 3 (Entrant is a natural monopolist) if (a) DH1 < 0 and DL1 < 0 or (b)

CH1 > 
�1C2 and C

L
1 >


�1C2.

In what follows, Cases 1A and 1B are referred jointly as Case 1 and Cases 2A and

2B as Case 2.

4 Best responses

In this section we �nd �rm i�s optimal strategy given a �xed strategy of �rm j in the

�ve cases of interest described in the previous section when the necessary conditions for

a pooling outcome are satis�ed. In all these cases, dynamic programming arguments

lead to similar di¤erential equations to be satis�ed by the value functions. However,

each case has di¤erent boundary conditions which bring non-trivial di¤erences in the

resulting best response functions.

4These conditions may require some explanation. We use that the pro�t coe¢ cient M�( ~C) in (5) is
monotonic in the imitated marginal cost ~C for ~C � C�. De�ne Cmin as the lowest cost type the L type
is willing to imitate in the separating equilibrium, i.e. Cmin solves MH(Cmin) = DL

1 , which is expressed
in (13) where we substituted (5) and (6). Then condition MH;min < DH

1 can be rephrased as (12).
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In a pooling equilibrium the two �rms choose their strategies as trigger barriers.

The high-cost incumbent�s strategy is given by a lower barrier XD at which it reveals

its type by deviating to its unconstraint monopoly price. The entrant�s strategy is an

upper barrier Xpool
E at which it decides to enter if XD was not reached before. In Cases

1A and 1B the strong incumbent does not have incentives to signal its type, so that the

entrant always enters at Xpool
E (and in Case 1A immediately exits if the incumbent is of

the low cost). In Cases 2A and 2B the low cost incumbent separates at Xpool
E , so that

the entrant enters at this point only if the incumbent is of the high cost and otherwise

waits until XL
E .

If the state process X �rst reaches XD and the price is moved to the high cost

monopoly level, then the entrant infers the true type of the incumbent, accordingly

updates its beliefs and enters at XH
E . If XD is hit and there is no price increase then

the entrant infers that the incumbent is of the low cost and enters at XL
E .

4.1 Case 1A: Low cost incumbent is a natural monopolist

Let V�(X) denote a value of the incumbent �rm of type � given �rm�s 2 strategy in the

continuation region, i.e. before either XD or X
pool
E is hit. The familiar arguments (see

Appendix A.1) lead to the following ordinal di¤erential equation that must be satis�ed

by VH(X)

0 =
1

2
�2X2V 00H + �XV

0
H � rVH +XMH;pool: (14)

Its solution is determined by appropriate boundary conditions. At XD the incumbent

deviates to its monopoly price and thus its value is

VH(XD) = E

"Z THE

t
e�r(��t)MHX�d� +

Z 1

THE

e�r(��t)DH1 X�d�

�����Xt = XD
#
(15)

=

�
XD

XH
E

��1 XH
E

�
DH1 �MH

�
r � � +

XDMH

r � � : (16)

Note that (XD=XH
E )

�1 can be interpreted as a stochastic discount factor; see Harri-

son (1985) for details of such derivations. At Xpool
E �rm 2 enters, so the value of the

incumbent is

VH(X
pool
E ) = E

�Z 1

t
e�r(��t)DH1 X�d�

����Xt = Xpool
E

�
=
Xpool
E DH1
r � � (17)

The last two equations are the value matching conditions on VH(X) at the bounds.

Moreover, XD is to be chosen optimally by �rm 1 and the following smooth pasting
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condition ensures this

V 0H(XD) = �1

�
XD

XH
E

��1�1 DH1 �MH

r � � +
MH

r � �: (18)

The solution to VH(X) in (14) is given by

VH(X) = A1X
�1 +A2X

�2 +
XMH;pool

r � � ;

where

A1 =
1� �2
�1 � �2

(XD)
1��1 M

H �MH;pool

r � � �
�
XH
E

�1��1 MH �DH1
r � � ;

and

A2 =
�1 � 1
�1 � �2

(XD)
1��2 M

H �MH;pool

r � � ;

and the best-response deviation trigger XD is implicitly given by

1

�1 � �2
XD

�
MH �MH;pool

�24(�1 � 1)
 
Xpool
E

XD

!�2
+ (1� �2)

 
Xpool
E

XD

!�135
�
 
Xpool
E

XH
E

!�1
XH
E

�
MH �DH1

�
+Xpool

E

�
MH;pool �DH1

�
= 0: (19)

Next we consider the best response entry strategy Xpool
E of �rm 2 given a �xed

deviation strategy XD of �rm 1. Denote the value of �rm 2 in the continuation region

given XD by FA(X) (superscript A stands for case 1A). Again dynamic programming

and Itô�s lemma yield a di¤erential equation to be satis�ed by FA(X).

0 =
1

2
�2X2F 00A + �XF

0
A � rFA; (20)

subject to

FA(X
pool
E ) = �0

"
Xpool
E DH2
r � � � I

#
� (1� �0)I; (21)

FA(XD) = �0

�
XD

XH
E

��1 �XH
E D

H
2

r � � � I
�
; (22)

F 0A(X
pool
E ) = �0

DH2
r � �: (23)

The boundary conditions are constructed in a similar way as above. The value matching

(21) and smooth pasting (23) conditions are required at the triggerXpool
E to be optimized.
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At the trigger XD set by the other player, just the value matching condition (22) is

required. The solution to (20) is given by

FA(X) = B
A
1 X

�1 +BA2 X
�2 ;

where

BA1 =
1

�1 � �2

�
Xpool
E

���1 "
�0 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + �2I

#
;

and

BA2 =
1

�1 � �2

�
Xpool
E

���2 "
�0 (�1 � 1)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � � �1I

#
;

and the best-response entry trigger Xpool
E is implicitly given by

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�1 "
�0 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + �2I

#

+

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�2 "
�0 (�1 � 1)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � � �1I

#
� �1 � �2
�1 � 1

I�0

�
XD

XH
E

��1
= 0: (24)

4.2 Case 1B: Relatively strong incumbent

In case 1B the low cost incumbent is not a natural monopolist, however its costs are low

enough to not to be greatly a¤ected by a new entrance and thus it is not willing to engage

in too costly entry deterrence. In this case the low cost incumbent does not separate

at the pooling entry trigger. The best response problem of the high cost incumbent

remains the same as in the previous case. The best response function is given by (19).

The best response entry strategy Xpool
E of �rm 2 di¤ers in this case. The entrant gets a

share of the market even if the incumbent is of the low type, so the payo¤ at Xpool
E is

altered accordingly. Denote the value of �rm 2 in the continuation region given XD by

FB(X). Again dynamic programming and Itô�s lemma yield a di¤erential equation to

be satis�ed by FB(X).

0 =
1

2
�2X2F 00B + �XF

0
B � rFB; (25)
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subject to

FB(X
pool
E ) = �0

"
Xpool
E DH2
r � � � I

#
+ (1� �0)

"
Xpool
E DL2
r � � � I

#
; (26)

FB(XD) = �0

�
XD

XH
E

��1 �XH
E D

H
2

r � � � I
�
+ (1� �0)

�
XD

XL
E

��1 �XL
ED

L
2

r � � � I
�
; (27)

F 0B(X
pool
E ) = �0

DH2
r � � + (1� �0)

DL2
r � �: (28)

The solution to (25) is given by

FB(X) = B
B
1 X

�1 +BB2 X
�2 ;

where

BB1 =
1

�1 � �2

�
Xpool
E

���1 "
�0 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �0) (1� �2)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � + �2I

#
;

and

BB2 =
1

�1 � �2

�
Xpool
E

���2 "
�0 (�1 � 1)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �0) (�1 � 1)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � � �1I

#
;

and the best-response entry trigger Xpool
E is implicitly given by

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�1 "
�0 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �0) (1� �2)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � + �2I

#

+

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�2 "
�0 (�1 � 1)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �0) (�1 � 1)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � � �1I

#

� �1 � �2
�1 � 1

I

"
�0

�
XD

XH
E

��1
+ (1� �0)

�
XD

XL
E

��1#
= 0: (29)

4.3 Case 2A: Equal incumbent and entrant

We now consider the case in which the low type incumbent separates at Xpool
E credibly

signaling its low cost and thus indicating suboptimal entry below XL
E . The best response

problem of the high cost incumbent remains the same as in the previous cases, and the

best response function is given by (19). The separating strategy of the low cost incum-

bent a¤ects the best response entry strategy Xpool
E of �rm 2 with the value matching

and smooth pasting conditions at Xpool
E adjusted accordingly. The value of �rm 2 in the

continuation region given XD, denoted by GA(X), must satisfy the following di¤erential
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equation

0 =
1

2
�2X2G00A + �XG

0
A � rGA; (30)

subject to

GA(X
pool
E ) = �0

"
Xpool
E DH2
r � � � I

#
+ (1� �0)

 
Xpool
E

XL
E

!�1 �
XL
ED

L
2

r � � � I
�
; (31)

GA(XD) = �0

�
XD

XH
E

��1 �XH
E D

H
2

r � � � I
�
+ (1� �0)

�
XD

XL
E

��1 �XL
ED

L
2

r � � � I
�
; (32)

G0A(X
pool
E ) = �0

DH2
r � � + (1� �0)�1

 
Xpool
E

XL
E

!�1�1
DL2
r � �: (33)

The solution to (30) together with the boundary condition gives an implicit equation

for the best-response entry trigger Xpool
E 

XD

Xpool
E

!�1 "
(1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + �2I

#

+

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�2 "
(�1 � 1)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � � �1I

#
�
�
XD

XH
E

��1 �1 � �2
�1 � 1

I = 0: (34)

As can be checked, that the above equation is satis�ed by Xpool
E = XH

E .

The entrant�s best response to any deviation strategy is to enter atXH
E . The intuition

for such a strategy is clear. The low cost incumbent always separates upon entry, and

thus the entrant with the strategy to enter at XH
E either observes a separation if the

incumbent is of low cost or sees no action if the incumbent is of high cost. In the

�rst case the entrant postpones entry until XL
E and in the second enters at X

H
E ; both

outcomes are optimal for the entrant. In other words, by threatening to enter at XH
E

the entrant learns the true type and always enters optimally.

4.4 Case 2B: High cost incumbent is weak

In this case the high cost incumbent is out of the market if entry occurs. Some adjust-

ments are required to the value matching and smooth pasting conditions of the high

cost incumbent�s and the entrant�s best response problems. The high cost incumbent�s

gets a duopoly pro�t �ow equal to zero. Substituting DH1 = 0 in (14)-(18) yields the
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best-response XD as

1

�1 � �2
XD

�
MH �MH;pool

�24(�1 � 1)
 
Xpool
E

XD

!�2
+ (1� �2)

 
Xpool
E

XD

!�135
�
 
Xpool
E

XH
E

!�1
XH
EM

H +Xpool
E MH;pool = 0: (35)

As expected a decrease of the weak incumbent�s duopoly pro�ts to zero shifts the best-

response XD down, as the weak �rm is more reluctant to reveal its true type.

A simple variant of the analysis done for Case 2A with DH2 exchanged for entrant�s

monopoly pro�ts coe¢ cient M2 gives the best-response X
pool
E as

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�1 "
(1� �2)

Xpool
E M2

r � � + �2I

#

+

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�2 "
(�1 � 1)

Xpool
E M2

r � � � �1I
#
�
�
XD

XH
E

��1 �1 � �2
�1 � 1

I = 0: (36)

Xpool
E = XH

E is a solution to this equation. The meaning and intuition for this strategy

is the same as in Case 2A.

4.5 Case 3: Entrant is a natural monopolist

The top-most region 3 in Figure 1 corresponds to the extreme possibility of the entrant

becoming a natural monopolist after entry. Obviously, the entrant�s decision to enter

does not depend on the incumbent�s type in this case. Hence, neither incumbent�s type

�nds incentives to engage in either pooling or costly separation. The incumbent�s best

strategy is to charge its monopoly price until the entrant decides to enter. The entrant

takes into account uncertainty and investment irreversibility in a similar manner as

under the full information case (Subsection 2.2).

5 Equilibrium paths

5.1 Equilibrium paths in pure strategies

The implicit formulas (19), (24) and (29) conceal well-behaved best response functions

as we show in the following lemma.
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Lemma 4 In Case 1, the best response functions of the incumbent and the entrant are
monotone, decreasing and increasing, respectively.

Proof. See the appendix.

Using the monotonicity and opposing slopes of the best response functions from

Lemma 4, it follows that there exist a unique pair fX̂D; X̂pool
E g of equilibrium triggers.

We obtain the following equilibrium results.

Proposition 5 There exists a unique equilibrium pair fX̂D; X̂pool
E g. In Case 1, the

pooling equilibrium arises within (X̂D; X̂
pool
E ). In Case 2, X̂D = X̂

pool
E = XH

E and there

is no pooling.

Figure 2 presents examples of equilibrium construction from the best response func-

tions and relationships with some benchmark cases. In Case 1 (the left panel), the

vertical dashed line of the myopic Xpool
E represents a decision of the entrant that does

not take into account a possibility of the weak incumbent�s deviation from the deter-

ring strategy at XD. The entrant�s strategic response R2(XD) is to further postpone

entry. The dashed curve of the naive R1(X
pool
E ) represents a strategic choice of �rm 1

which follows directly from constraint (11), but disregards uncertainty and irreversibil-

ity of the deviation decision (the naive entry trigger which disregards uncertainty and

irreversibility is typically low and, for the given parameters, outside the plotted area).

Irreversibility delays the decision as seen from the solid line R1(X
pool
E ) which depicts

the fully-considerate best response function. In Case 2, the equilibrium is always at

X̂D = X̂
pool
E = XH

E .

Pooling occurs in equilibrium only in region 1A and 1B. Therefore using De�nition

3 it follows that

Corollary 6 Entry deterrence occurs only if C2 > CH1 .

It means that only if the incumbent is relatively strong (in all types), limit pricing

may be used to deter entry. The one-shot models of limit pricing predict that there are

more chances for pooling the higher is the entrant�s marginal cost. Such a prediction

is, for instance, explicitly tested in a laboratory setting by Cooper, Garvin and Kagel

(1997). The entry deterring limit pricing is not sustained on the equilibrium path in the

dynamic model if the entrant is relatively strong. The reason is that in such a situation

the strong incumbent, when directly threatened by entry, has incentives to separate.

Knowing this, the entrant can credibly threaten to enter at XH
E . If the incumbent is of

low cost, it separates, reveals its type and enables optimal entry at XL
E . Otherwise, if

the incumbent is of high cost, the entry at XH
E is optimal. Facing such a credible threat,

the high cost �rm does not pool and does not deter entry.
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Figure 2: Best responses and the equilibrium in the timing game

To sum up, there are two equilibrium paths in pure strategies. In Case 1, within

(X̂D; X̂
pool
E ) the weak incumbent pools with the strong incumbent and deters entry. At

X̂pool
E �rm 2 enters. If X̂D is reached �rst, the weak incumbent deviates from deterring

strategy and �rms set their unconstrained monopoly prices until full-information entry.

In Case 2, both incumbent types set their unconstrained monopoly prices if X is below

XH
E . At X

H
E either entry or separation occurs depending on the true incumbent type.

The equilibrium paths are depicted in Panel A of Figure 3.

The interesting aspect of the equilibrium path in Case 1 is that the entry decision

and thus the market structure depends on the history of the market size process. For any

given parameters and current level of X, the entry trigger depends on whether X̂D was

reached before. This history dependence is even more pronounced if mixed strategies

are allowed.

5.2 Equilibrium paths with mixed strategies

Our restriction to pure strategies in the preceding sections, while convenient and not

unusual in signaling and timing games, is not without consequential. The weak in-

cumbent�s behavior at XD was referred to as a deviation. Indeed, this action is an

out-of-equilibrium deviation which does not satisfy the subgame perfection criterion.

Observe that if the weak incumbent�s (pure) strategy is to deviate at XD to its uncon-
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Figure 3: Equilibrium paths.
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strained monopoly price and the entrant seeing no action at XD updates its beliefs to

zero, then the weak incumbent prefers not to deviate from the pooling price. The weak

cost incumbent wants to deviate if the entry was to be at XE(�0) = X
pool
E , but not when

the entry trigger moves to XE(0) = XL
E . Otherwise, if the entrant did not update its

beliefs seeing no action at XD, then it is by construction optimal for the weak incumbent

to deviate at XD from the pooling price. But the subgame perfection requires from the

entrant to update beliefs if the weak incumbent was to change its price at XD. These

contradicting observations indicate that the incumbent�s action (and inaction) at XD is

out of the equilibrium path in pure strategies.

The situation is similar to the problem with separating equilibria in dynamic labor

market signaling models as studied by Noldeke and Van Damme (1990) and Swinkels

(1999). In those models education serves solely as a signaling device. The separating

equilibrium in Riley outcome typically requires some duration of education to be taken

by the high-skilled worker and no education by the low-skilled worker. In a dynamic

setting, the high-skilled worker enrolls in the education system and competing �rms in

the labor market immediately o¤er her a well-paid job. But if it was enough to just

enroll, the low-skilled worker would imitate and disturb the equilibrium. The problem

in these models is that the signal space is limited and the worker can not separate in

a single period by sending a strong enough signal. In our model a similar mechanism

works, but it is not a limited signal space that upsets the separation at XD, but it is

the lack of incentives of the active player to fully separate. The high cost �rm moves

its price only to its unconstrained monopoly level and does not have incentives for any

stronger (costly) separation. The low cost �rm does not separate before an immediate

threat of entry (or not at all as in Case 1).

In our model, a solution to the above problem is to allow for mixed strategies in

stopping times. A mixed strategy in a timing game in continuous time is a not a simple

translation of mixed strategies in discrete time as time intervals converge to zero. We

adopt the notions introduced by Laraki, Solan and Vieille (2005) for games of timing

with complete information to our setting. A mixed plan of player i is a probability

distribution 'i over the set [Z0; Z1]. A strategy needs to be de�ned for all subgames

starting at any point and taking into consideration any payo¤ relevant information.

Thus a strategy is a function �it : �Zt ! 'i, where �Zt = minfZs; s � tg. For example, a
plan pro�le could be that a player acts at a random trigger uniformly chosen from the

interval [Z0; Z1].

To apply these notions to our limit pricing model, �rst note that the high cost type
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will always deviate from the pooling price at time t if

E

"Z TLE

t
e�r(��t)MH;poolX�d� +

Z 1

TLE

e�r(��t)DH1 X�d�

#

� E

"Z THE

t
e�r(��t)MHX�d� +

Z 1

THE

e�r(��t)DH1 X�d�

#
: (37)

The largest Xt that satis�es this inequality de�nes the separation trigger, denoted XS ,

which is the level of X at which the weak incumbent deviates with probability one. It

is given by

XS =

24�XH
E

�1��1 �MH �D1
�
�
�
XL
E

�1��1 �MH
pool �D1

�
MH �MH

pool

35
1

1��1

:

Clearly, there are no strategic considerations in the choice of XS .

Let XD remain to denote the deviation trigger as de�ned in the pure-strategy cases.

De�ne a rescaling variable Z(x) = XD�x
XD�XS for x 2 [XS ; XD], with Z(x) 2 [0; 1], Z(XD) =

0 and Z(XS) = 1. For x > XD, let Z(x) = 0 and for x < XS , Z(x) = 1. Further de�ne
�Zt = max[Z(Xs); s � t] as a new state variable. Then we can characterize a mixed

strategy in the semi-pooling equilibrium.

Proposition 7 Consider a function � : Z ! [0; 1], where � is a cumulative distribution

function with �(0) = 0 and �(1) = 1. Then � is a mixed strategy in the deviation trigger

of the weak incumbent in the semi-pooling equilibrium.

Proof. See the appendix.

If a player follows a strategy �, then �(Z(x)) is interpreted as the probability that

it has chosen a deviation trigger below or equal at x. The entrant, each time seeing

new lows in [XS ; XD] without separation, updates its belief taking into consideration

the strategy �. Precisely, on the equilibrium path its belief �t is a mapping �t : �Zt �
� ! [0; 1], such that �t( �Zt; �) = (1 � �( �Zt))�0, provided no deviation occurred by t.
After observing a deviation from the pooling price, the entrant correctly assigns all the

probability weight to the weak incumbent and enters at XH
E . The entrant always enters

at the optimal entry point according to its information.

The equilibrium path with mixed strategies is complete. Unlike in pure strategies

equilibrium, there are no out-of-equilibrium deviations and the equilibrium path satis-

�es Bayesian subgame perfection requirement at all levels of the market state process.

Consider a game starting at X0 2 (XD; XE(�0)) under conditions of Case 1. Initially,
a pooling equilibrium arises with entry at XE(�0). If the market moves to [XS ; XD],
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the weak incumbent starts playing the mixed strategy over the deviation point. If it

deviates from the pooling price, then the entrant enters at XH
E . If no deviation is ob-

served, �t is updated to lower values and the entry trigger is at XE(�t). When the

market gets as low as XS and the pooling price is maintained, the entrant is sure to face

the strong type and enters ultimately at XL.
E . If the game starts in the semi-pooling

interval X0 2 [XS ; XD], the weak incumbent randomizes using � between setting its own
monopoly price and pooling with the strong �rm. If the game starts in the separation

interval [0; XS ], both types set their unconstrained monopoly prices from the beginning.

The equilibrium path with mixed strategies is presented in Panel B of Figure 3.

The entry triggers and market structure in the equilibrium path with mixed strategies

exhibit strong history dependence. Past low values in X may, on the one hand, lead

to a deviation from pooling and, on the other hand, postpone entry under the pooling

prices (by lowering �).

The pair XE and XD is chosen strategically in a similar manner as in the pure-

strategy cases. If we focus on Case 1A analyzed in Section 4.1, then most of the deriva-

tions done there can be adopted to the mixed strategy case. In particular, as can be

checked, the incumbents problem remains essentially the same. To �nd XD we use the

same set of boundary conditions (16)-(18). The di¢ culty is that the extension to mixed

strategies requires a new state variable �Zt. Getting half-way around it is not di¢ cult

as �Zt can be easily incorporated in the state variable �t. Then, however, some compli-

cated path-dependent updating of �t is required. To simplify the analysis but without

a impact on the qualitative results, we can restrict our attention to the case when � is

a uniform c.d.f. Still, the entrant�s problem, corresponding to the one in Section 4.1,

cannot be readily solved. In particular, the value matching condition (22) at XD must

be altered and include future possibilities of learning about the incumbent type if X

moves down and possibility of entering at some XE(�t). These possibilities depend on

particular paths taken by the market process.

6 Market dynamics and entry deterrence

In this section we study the impact of the parameters of the state variableX on incidence

of entry deterrence.

Numerical analysis shows that the length of pooling equilibrium interval [X̂D; X̂
pool
E ]

increases in uncertainty. We have veri�ed this property on a set of parameters that covers

a extensive range of economic relevance. Table 1 gives one numerical example. There

are a numbers of e¤ects of uncertainty in place. As usual in with irreversible decisions

under uncertainty, when isolated from strategic e¤ects, X̂pool
E increases in uncertainty.

By the same argument, X̂D decreases in �. But XH
E also rises with uncertainty, so
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� X̂D X̂pool
E X̂pool

E � X̂D
0.05 0.8708 1.9481 1.0773
0.07 0.8417 2.0759 1.2342
0.09 0.8193 2.2125 1.3932
0.11 0.8028 2.3579 1.5551
0.13 0.7915 2.5124 1.7209
0.15 0.7845 2.6761 1.8916
0.17 0.7813 2.8492 2.0679
0.19 0.7815 1.7393 2.2505

Table 1: E¤ect of uncertainty on the pooling equilibrium interval: � = 0:00, r = 0:05,
� = 0:5,  = 2, I = 5.

deviation from pooling becomes more pro�table and this may increase X̂D. Strategic

interactions add further e¤ects. Overall, X̂pool
E increases in � and X̂D may decrease or

increase but always less than X̂pool
E , so that the pooling interval increases in uncertainty.

This prediction di¤ers from the result of Maskin (1999) who showed that uncertainty

reduces incidence of capacity entry deterrence. Our result stems from embedded options

to enter and to deviate. This aspect of the impact of uncertainty on the (partially)

irreversible decision, as entry accommodation can be considerded, was not considered

in Maskin (1999). The capacity deterrence as studied by Maskin (1999) di¤ers from

our model, but the insight that entry accommodation resembles an option exercise and

uncertainty postpones such a decision remains valid in both frameworks.

7 Conclusion

This paper has studied limit pricing entry deterrence in a dynamic setting in continuous

time under uncertainty. The strategic situation of the incumbent and entrant �rms is

di¤erent than in the standard two period models. There are market conditions when

the incumbent may decide to deviate from the pooling equilibrium. This possibility

makes entry deterrence limit pricing possible only within endogenously and strategically

determined bounds on the stochastic process.

The model brings several novel insights into dynamics of limit pricing behavior. The

general framework of signaling in continuous time with Brownian motion uncertainty can

be also useful for analyses of other asymmetric information situations. For example, the

Brownian motion environment is particularly relevant in �nancial applications in which

it is standard to model asset prices as continuous-time processes driven by Brownian

motion.

To select plausible equilibrium paths, out of many typically arising in signaling

models, we applied intuitive but rather ad hoc criteria of least cost separation and
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Pareto e¢ ciency. A further step would be to formalize the re�nement arguments by

restricting out-of-equilibrium beliefs as is usually done in the simple signaling games.

A Appendix

A.1 Derivation of full-information entry triggers (9)

Denote by F (X) the value function of the entrant in the continuation region before

entry, that is in fX : X < X�
Eg. F (X) must satisfy the following Bellman equation

rF (X) = lim
dt#0

1

dt
E [dF (X)] :

Applying Itô�s lemma we obtain the following ordinary di¤erential equation

0 =
1

2
�2X2F 00 + �XF 0 � rF:

Its general solution is

F (X) = A1X
�1 +A2X

�2 ;

where �1 > 1 and �2 < 0 are, respectively, the positive and negative roots of the

characteristic equation
1

2
�2� (� � 1) + �� � r = 0:

A1 and A2 are constants to be determined by appropriate boundary conditions. Here

the conditions are

F (X�
E) =

D�2X
�
E

r � � � I; (38)

F 0(X�
E) =

D�2
r � �; (39)

F (0) = 0: (40)

(38) is the value matching condition, which equates the continuation value at the entry

moment to the net payo¤ the �rm receives. (39) is the smooth pasting condition, which

ensures continuity of the value function at X�
E . Condition (40) ensures that the �rm

will be worthless if the market is at the absorbing barrier zero. Solving this system for

X�
E yields the investment trigger in (9).

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof of Proposition 2. The proof follows in two parts. First, we show that the

LCSE in our model is of the form of repeated Riley outcome. Then we prove that the
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strong incumbent separates only if the market process is at and above XE(�t).

The strong incumbent maximizes its expected discounted pro�ts w.r.t. a separating

signaling scheme ~C

max
f ~C�g

E

"Z TLE

0
e�r�ML( ~C� )X�d� +

Z 1

TLE

e�r(��T
L
E )DL1X�d�

#
:

The maximization is subject to an incentive compatibility constraint for the weak type.

De�ne TE � inf [t � 0 : Xt � XE(�t)] the time the entrant would enter without a sep-
arating action of the incumbent. The weak incumbent does not imitate the signaling

scheme ~C if

8t 2 [0; TE ] E

�Z t

0
e�r�MH( ~C� )X�d�

�
� E

�Z t

0
e�r�MHX�d�

�
; and (41a)

8t 2 [TE ; T
L
E ] E

�Z t

0
e�r�MH( ~C� )X�d�

�
� E

�Z TE

0
e�r�MHX�d� +

Z t

TE

e�r(��TE)DH1 X�d�

�
: (41b)

It is clear that the optimal ~C will be such that the constraint will hold with equality at

all t. That is ~C is piecewise constant, precisely f ~Ct : MH( ~Ct) = M
H
1 ; t 2 [0; TE ]g and

f ~Ct :MH( ~Ct) = D
H
1 ; t 2 [TE ; TLE ]g. Then strategy ~C is a continuous time version of the

Riley outcome.

Suppose that the optimal ~C is of the form of the Riley outcome and denote it ~Csep.

The strong incumbent, which wants to ensure entry at XL
E , will care only about the

constraint in (41b) not in (41a). Note that ~Csep is such that (41) is binding on any

time subinterval. Thus, in the LCSE the strong type separates in t 2 [TE ; T
L
E ] and

f ~Csep :MH( ~C) = DH1 g.

A.3 Proof of Lemma 4

Proof of Lemma 4. The best response functions in Case 1A are very similar yet

slightly simpler than those in Case 1B. Below we prove only the latter case. Very similar

arguments prove the corresponding results for Case 1A.

Denote the incumbent�s best-response function given in (19) by R1(XD; X
pool
E ). Then

@R1
@XS

(XD; X
pool
E )

=
(�1 � 1) (1� �2)

�1 � �2

�
MH �MH;pool

�24 Xpool
E

XD

!�2
+

 
Xpool
E

XD

!�135 < 0;
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if XS < X
pool
E , as �2 < 0 and �1 > 1. Also

@R1

@Xpool
E

(XD; X
pool
E )

=
1

�1 � �2

�
MH �MH;pool

�24(�1 � 1)�2
 
Xpool
E

XD

!�2�1
+ �1 (1� �2)

 
Xpool
E

XD

!�1�135
��1

 
Xpool
E

XH
E

!�1�1 �
MH �DH1

�
+MH;pool �DH1

<
�1 (1� �2)
�1 � �2

 
Xpool
E

XD

!�1�1 �
MH �MH;pool

�
� �1

 
Xpool
E

XH
E

!�1�1 �
MH �DH1

�
+MH;pool �DH1

<
�1 (1� �2)
�1 � �2

 
Xpool
E

XD

!�1�1 �
MH �MH;pool

�

��1 (1� �2)
�1 � �2

 
Xpool
E

XH
E

!�1�1 �
MH �DH1

�
+MH;pool �DH1

= ��1 (1� �2)
�1 � �2

 
Xpool
E

XD

!�1�1 �
MH;pool �DH1

�
+MH;pool �DH1 < 0:

Thus from the implicit function theorem it follows that for the best response XD it holds

that dXD
dXpool

E

< 0.

Denote the entrant�s best response function given in (29) by R2(XD; X
pool
E ). We

prove the claimed monotonicity assuming that the best responseXpool
E is not smaller than

the non-strategic entry trigger under pooling prices, that is Xpool
E � �1

�1�1
r��

�DH
2 +(1��)DL

2
I.
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We get

@R2
@XD

(XD; X
pool
E )

=
1

XD

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�1 "
��1 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �)�1 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � + �1�2I

#

+
1

XD

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�2 "
� (�1 � 1)�2

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �) (�1 � 1)�2

Xpool
E DL2
r � � � �1�2I

#

� �1 (�1 � �2)
�1 � 1

1

XD
I

"
�

�
XD

XH
E

��1
+ (1� �)

�
XD

XL
E

��1#

<
1

XD

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�1 "
��1 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �)�1 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � +

�21 (�2 � 1)
�1 � 1

I

#

+
1

XD

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�2 "
� (�1 � 1)�2

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �) (�1 � 1)�2

Xpool
E DL2
r � � � �1�2I

#

� 1

XD

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�1 "
��1 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �)�1 (1� �2)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � + � (�2 � 1)

�DH2 + (1� �)DL2
r � �

#

+
1

XD

 
XD

Xpool
E

!�2 �
��1�2

DH2
�DH2 + (1� �)DL2

I + (1� �)�1�2
DH2

�DH2 + (1� �)DL2
I � �1�2I

�
= 0: (42)

We used Jensen�s inequality and that (�)�1 is convex in the �rst inequality and Xpool
E �

�1
�1�1

r��
�DH

2 +(1��)DL
2
I in the second inequality. De�ne now

� � 1

Xpool
E

24 XD

Xpool
E

!�2
�
 
XD

Xpool
E

!�135 > 0;
then

@R2

@Xpool
E

(XD; X
pool
E )

= �

"
� (�1 � 1) (1� �2)

Xpool
E DH2
r � � + (1� �) (�1 � 1) (1� �2)

Xpool
E DL2
r � � + �1�2I

#

� �

�
��1 (1� �2)

DH2
�DH2 + (1� �)DL2

I + (1� �)�1 (1� �2)
DL2

�DH2 + (1� �)DL2
I + �1�2I

�
= � [�1 (1� �2) I + �1�2I] = ��1I > 0;

if XD < X
pool
E .
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Thus dX
pool
E

dXD
> 0.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 7

Proof of Proposition 7. We analyze �rst a situation when game starts in the pooling

region (XD; XE(�0)) and the market process enters the semi-pooling region [XS ; XD].

Seeing new lows in [XS ; XD] without separation the entrant accordingly updates its belief

w.r.t. the incumbent�s type taking into consideration the strategy � and always enters

at the optimal entry point according to its information. Precisely, on the equilibrium

path its belief �t is a mapping �t : �Zt � �! [0; 1], such that �t( �Zt; �) = (1� �( �Zt))�0,
provided no deviation occurred by t. After observing a deviation from the pooling price,

the entrant correctly assigns all the probability weight to the weak incumbent and enters

at XH
E .

Randomizing over its deviation trigger, the weak incumbent needs to remain indif-

ferent between separating and not separating at any point in [XS ; XD]. Suppose that at

�rst time XD is reached, the probability that the incumbent deviated to its monopoly

price so far is �. The incumbent must be indi¤erent between deviating with an entry at

XH
E and not deviating with an entry at XE((1��)�0). By the de�nition of XD, see (16),

this implies � = 0 and agrees with the claimed strategy �. A similar argument shows

that if a new low in X is reached below XD, the probability that the incumbent deviated

so far must increase so that the incumbent remains indi¤erent between its randomized

strategies. It was noted in the text preceding the proposition that the weak incumbent

deviates from the pooling price with probability 1 if the market state process reaches

XS . So below XS , it is a separating equilibrium in which both the incumbents types

choose their own unconstrained monopoly prices.

If the game starts in [XS ; XD], the analysis is similar. The incumbent plays according

to � and from the onset of the game randomizes over playing the pooling price and its

unconstrained monopoly price.
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